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The two books that are recommended for all ages are

The Ramayana and The Mahabharatha.  From time immemorial, they

have become the integral part of Indian households.  What is not

there is not to be found in any other book, family relationships,

managing human resources, counseling, ethics of war, art of

conversation, controlling anger, respecting teachers and elders, ill

effects of gambling, coveting someone’s property and the list is

endless.  In a nutshell, they teach us how to live with age old values

as advocated by saints and seers.  So let us inculcate the habit of

reading such epics to lead a prosperous life.
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 COMMERCE CLUB

President  - S. Kaushik Narayanan, XII - B,

Vice president  -  R.Raja Rajeswari, XI - B,

Secretary - R. Sanjeev Kumar,  XII - B

“Service to Mankind is service to God”. By holding this as a principle, commerce
club was inaugurated in the school by the senior secondary students of commerce
wing. As little drops of water make a mighty ocean, earthern lamps were purchased
on wholesale and were sold inside the school premises at a price less than the

market price. The club was divided into five departments - purchase, marketing, distribution, sales and finance department.
The fruit of profit of rupees 3500 was given as a charity to the orphanage. As a further step for the development of the club
various activities were conducted like Paper presentation, speech, and power point presentation. The activities created an
awareness among the students regarding the importance of commerce. Moreover, as an exposure, students of class XII
visited Reserve Bank of India at Chennai.

It’s just a beginning!!  Service of our club continues…….!

ECO CLUB & HEALTH CLUB

President - P.S. Gayathri, IX - D, Secretary - R. Jagannathan,  IX -D

Inauguration of Eco club and Health club was held at our school on 28th July
2014 in the  august presence of Shri S.D. Mohanji, SMDC member.

The inauguration was followed by plantation of saplings by children who
celebrated their birthday on that particular day. The members of  the club are
continuously creating awareness to the small kids (primary class) about cleanliness.
Nearly 50 students along with 5 teachers went to Jambukeshwarar temple for
Uzhavarapani. They cleaned the temple pragaram and sang bhajans in the temple. The club conducted various competitions
such as singing, drawing, wealth from waste, skit and slogan writing. Students enthusiastically participated in the competitions.
The club lays emphasis on the value of protecting the environment.

 ENGLISH LITERARY CLUB

‘ Literature is life

 Life is literature’

President - G.V.S. Harini, X - C, Vice president  - A. Kaviya, X - D,

Secretary - N.R. Poorvaja,  X - A

We have inaugurated English literary club in our school to create interest
and admiration towards English language and Literature. On this view, we pursue
many activities.  High school and middle school students participated in Debate
and literature quiz respectively.  Competitions for primary level will be held in
the month of February.   The club creates awareness among children to break
their barriers to speak in English.
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  HINDI CLUB

President - S. Sandhiya   XI A, Vice president  - K.Prakash Chand     XI B,
Secretaries - Gomathi   IX E,  Ashwini    IX  E

 Hindi club was inagurated in our school. It conducted Thematic Quiz
(Ramayana & Mahabharata) in Hindi for Primary level students and Doha
Recitation Competition for middle school level students. The  students participated
with enthusiasm. The Club activities play a vital role in motivating the students to
learn the language.

INTERACT CLUB

President- S.Keshav,  XI A, Vice-President - G.Subasree,  XI A,
Secretary - R.Rajarajeshwari  XI B, Treasurer - Kalyani.V.Nair XI  A

Interact club was installed in our school with the support of Rotary Club Madras
East. It sows the seeds of service oriented activities in the minds and hearts of the
students and the need for it.

The club conducts many activities to provide opportunities to the students to
improve and enhance their attitude and communicative skills.

Interacters of the club had a group discussion on the topic “Science and Indian
culture” which was witnessed by our vice principal  J. Jayashree.

The members of the club participated in the ‘RYLA CAMP 2014’ held at Satvik Ashram, Uthandi in Chennai for two days
in the month of November. It laid emphasis on many life building blocks such as confidence, team spirit, handling stress,
effective communication, etc.  A ‘Motivation Programe’ for X standard students was held in the month of December. Children
enjoy being a part of the club. In a nutshell the club helps the children to feel a transformation in themselves.

MOCK ELECTION

Department of social science organized a programme on Mock election for
the post of social representative on 24.12.2014, Wednesday. The IX and X std
students were the participants. The students played a crucial role in the conduction
of the programme. Preliminary planning was done effectively before the
commencement of election on 24th.  Election commissioner was appointed and
the members of election commission took various posts to assist Election
commissioner.

 Election commission took charge of announcing election date and they gave
an approval for election campaigning. Two members from each class of IX and X

std were selected as  contestants. They formed their own group, selected their own symbols and party name with the
consultation of Election commissioner. They carried out campaign for two days before the commencement of the election.
Election commission prepared voter’s list, nomination paper, ballot paper, ballot box etc. On the day of election presiding
officers, polling officers, securities were arranged. They worked under the control of Election commission. Students stood in
queue for casting their votes. After checking voter ID and voter’s list they were allowed to cast their votes. As an identity an
ink spot was kept on the index finger.

Students used stamp containing election symbol for representing their votes of their own choice. They folded and
dropped the ballot paper into the ballot box. At the end of the programme the ballot box was carried to a confidential place.
Later the results were announced in the assembly.

The activity created awareness and interest in children about Elections.
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SANSKRIT CLUB

Sanskrit club was inaugurated and various activities were conducted. Story
telling competition was conducted for the students of Middle level. Students actively
participated. Madhurashtakam sloka recitation competition was conducted for
the students of Primary level. Many students recited the sloka with tune.

The club activities created interest among the students to learn the divine
language.

SCIENCE CLUB ACTIVITY

President - P. Haresh, X - D, Vice president - T. Hemanth, X - E,

Secretary - V. Mouriya,  X - C

Science club was inaugurated on 24th December 2014, in the esteemed
presence of our Principal Smt.N.Kalaimani,  Msc. B.Ed.

The main objective is to kindle scientific temper in students to produce future
scientists for the nation. The first club activity related to science processes took
place by showing or describing each process through dumbcherade.

The children participated  with complete vigour and enthusiasm . The science club activity will take wider dimension in
the forthcoming months with innovative and inspiring activities.

GANIT WEEK

‘Ganit Week’ was celebrated in our school to honour the great Indian
Mathematician ‘Sri Srinivasa Ramanujam’. In connection with that competitions
like Quiz for middle school level, Essay Writing for Secondary level, and Elocution
for Senior Secondary level were conducted in our school.  On the whole, students
spirited participation was appreciable and it is believed that it would have a positive
impact in the academic performance too.

KARUNA CLUB

‘Live and Let live’ is the motto of KARUNA. Karuna Club aims at inculcating
compassion towards animals, protecting nature and spreading peace around
us. We at our vidyalaya promote these moral values right from pre-primary
classes by conducting many activities such as Drawing competitions and craft
work based on the topic ‘Nature and Wild life’. Moreover inauguration of related
clubs (Eco Club), visit to zoo, contribution of rice to the needy (Pidi Arisi scheme)
are also a part of Karun Club activities.

îI› Þô‚Aò ñ¡ø‹ ªî£ì‚èMö£

îI› Þô‚Aò ñ¡ø‹ 25-07-2014 Ü¡Á ªê¡¬ù ñ£Gô‚ è™½£K îI›ˆ¶¬øŠ

«ðó£CKò˜ ºA¬ô.Þó£üð£‡®ò¡ M.A., M.Phil., Phd., B.Ed Üõ˜èœ º¡Q¬ôJ™

ªî£ìƒèŠð†ì¶. Þô‚Aòñ¡ø‹ ê£˜ð£è ðˆ¶ ºî™ ð¡Qó‡ì£‹ õ°Š¹

ñ£í£‚è˜èÀ‚°‚ èM¬î ÞòŸÁî™ «ð£†®»‹, â†ì£‹ õ°Š¹ ñ£íõ˜èÀ‚°„ CÁè¬î‚

ÃÁî™ «ð£†®»‹, ãö£‹ õ°Š¹ ñ£íõ˜èÀ‚° ªï£®M¬ìŠ «ð£†®»‹, Ýø£‹ õ°Š¹

ñ£íõ˜èÀ‚°„ ªê£™ M¬÷ò£†´Š «ð£†®»‹ ï¬ìªðŸøù.
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Dear AdolescentDear AdolescentDear AdolescentDear AdolescentDear Adolescent

Wish you all a very, very happy New Year. We are waiting
with a lot of hopes, expectations and dreams. It is now that
you practise auto-suggestion. Well! what does that mean?
It only means suggestions by one to oneself.

Here is a simple technique for practising auto-suggestion.

Go to a silent room,  lie in bed and relax. Tell yourself:
“My mind and body are at complete rest. I am free of any
anxiety, worry or tension! Repeat telling this. After a few
minutes of contemplation, you can order yourself: “I will learn
well. I will do my work systematically”.

Continue this command at least 10 minutes early in the
morning.

This will definitely relieve all your stress and strain and
give you a successful life. Try and the New Year will be
yours.

R. Prabha Devi, Science Department.

From Grandma’s Pouch
Asafoetida / Hing

� It is reputed drug which expels wind
from stomach and is a digestive
agent.

� Inhailing this gum prevents historical
attacks.

�There is an old belief that small piece
of asafoetida, hung around a child’s
neck, would protect it from many diseases because
of its odour.

�Asafoetida powder mixed with rice is given to women
after delivery for digestive purpose.

�Place a cotton piece soaked in a solution of
asafoetida mixed with  lime juice and slightly heated
in cavity of tooth to relieve tooth ache quickly.

� It is used to add flavour in curries, dal and chutneys.
� It is used as an antidote of opium. It counteracts the

effect of opium.
M. Tilak, IX - C

LG

1. Cat: A cat can run about 20 kilometers per hour (12 miles per

hour) when it grows up.

2. Snail: A snail can slide over a razor blade without being hurt

by producing slime, that helps it slide harmlessly.

3. Cat fish: The catfish has over 27,000 taste buds, that makes

the catfish rank for animal having the most taste buds.

4. Sharks: Sharks are the only known species who never suffer

from cancer.

5. Shrimp: Every shrimp is actually born as a male and become

females as they mature.

6. Bulls: Bulls never get mad at the colour of red. It is the way

the matador waves the cap that makes the bull wild. They are

generally colour blind.

B. Vaishali Mridulaa, VI -E

Did you

know?

Matter of Facts

The word “set’’ has more definitions than

any other word in the English Language.

The longest one-syllable word in the

English Language is “Screeched’’

The only 15 letter word that can be spelled

without repeating a letter is

“uncopyrightable”

There are only four words in the English

language which end in “dous” -

tremendous, horrendous, stupendous and

hazardous.

Everyone visited Taumatuwhakatangiha

ngakoauauotamateaturi. That is a Hill in

New Zeland with the longest place name.

G. Pooja, VI - E
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If you fail never give up; because FAIL means
“First Attempt In Learning”

End is not the end, In fact END means
“Effort Never Dies”

If you get No as an answer, remember
NO means “Next Opportunity”

So let’s be POSITIVE.
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Brain Storm Riddles

1. What shoes should you wear when your basement is

flooded?

Ans: Pumps

2. If  an electric train is going 150 miles per hour, and

the wind is blowing at the same speed to the South,

which way does the smoke blow?

Ans: It is an electric train; there is no smoke.

3. What has a single eye but cannot see?

Ans: Needle

4. I am light as a feather, yet the strong man cannot hold

me for more than 5 minutes. What am I?

Ans: Breath

5. What building has the most stories?

Ans: A library.

S. Ravindran, III - B

Factually

Tea is the second most consumed drink

in the world, second only to water.

Herbal infusions are not tea’s at all, they

are correctly called ‘Tisanes’.

Tea Bags were invented in America in

the 1800’s and were initially used to

hold samples of teas brought from India.

India’s tea is the variety most commonly

drunk the world over, despite the fact

that it originated in China.

Tea leaves are a natural mosquito

repellent. Using slightly Damp leaves to

add the scent of Tea in the areas that

you want to keep insect free.

N. Sruthika, VI - B

Laugh it off

1. Lokesh : Where does a rabbit learn to fly?
Radha : In the hare force.

2. Customer : Did  you   send someone to repair my doorbell ?
Shopkeeper : I did send my man. He said you were not at home.
Customer : But I was at home all day.
Shopkeeper : My man said he pressed the bell several times but no one answered.

3.  Neetu : Tell me, why does a stone sink in water?
Geetu : So simple, because it can’t swim

4. Manohar : What are the names of your two dogs?
Shekar : One is Rolex and the other is Timex.
Manohar : Why did you name them so?
Shekar : Because they are our watch dogs.

5. A man rushed to the cockpit and took off the head phones of the pilot.
Then he yelled, “It was I who paid Rs.7,000 for the ticket. Why are you listening to music happily?’’

6. Mohan : Why are you keeping the scale with you while sleeping?
Girish : I want to measure how long I slept.

7. Kunal : Does obesity run in your family?
Shyam : No,no, it is because no one runs in the family.

T.V. Yogesh, VIII - A
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About Himalayan Mountains

India was a part of Gondwana land, crores of years ago. The conventional current
of the mantle fractured the Gondwana land into a number of pieces. The Indo-Austrain
plate after getting seperated the Gondwana land drifted slowly towards north, which
collided with Eurasian plate in the northern hemisphere. The northern edge of the
Indo-Austrian plate was pushed beneath the euraisian plate. Under the impact of
collision, the sedimentary rocks of the enclosed ocean were folded to form the
Himalayas. The Himalayas, ranges geologically young and structurally fold mountains
stretch over the northern borders of India. These mountains ranges run in a west -
east direction from Indus to Brahmaputra. The Himalayas represent the loftiest and
one of the most rugged mountain barries of the world. They form an arc, which covers
a distance of about 2,400 km. The Himalayas are the young fold mountains of
comparting recent origin. They are the highest mountains in the world, Mount Everest,
the highest peak in the world lies in the Himalayas.

P. Ashwini, V - B

Amazing Animals!

* The sharks

and rays are the

only animals that

don’t get any form of

cancer. Scientists believe

that is because they don’t have

bones, only cartilage.

* On an average, gorillas sleep as

much as fourteen hours per day.

* Shunks, known for their smelly

defense, can accurately spray the

fluid as far as ten feet!

* A sloth can take two weeks to

digest its food.

* In a pride of lions, it

is the females that

do ninety percent of

hunting.

* The duch billed

platypus stores as many as six

hundred worms in the pouches of

its cheeks!

M. Raja Kaviya Sri, X - C

Swachh Bharat Abhiyan

(Campaign Clean India) is a national level campaign by the

Government of India covering 4041 statuatory towns to clean

the street, roads and infrastructure of the country.

This campaign was officially launched on 2nd October 2014

at Rajghat, New Delhi, where Prime Minister Narendra modi

himself wielded broom and cleaned a road. The campaign is

India’s biggest ever cleanliness drive and 3 million government employees, Schools and

college students of India participated in this event.

The mission was started as a tree with each one of the nine personalities nominated by

Narendra Modi to in turn nominate nine other people and so on. It has been carried forward

since then with famous people from all walks of life joining it.

Arunvel, VIII - D

Do you know?

Slash and Burn is a way of

cultivating land where

farmers clear a piece of land

by slashing or cutting down

trees and bushes. These are

then burnt, which releases

the nutrients into the soil.

Now crops are grown in this

cleared field for a few years.

After repeatedly using the

patch of land, the soil looses

its nutrients. So it is

abandoned. Then they clear

another plot of land to plant.

In the meantime young trees

grow in the old field. In this

way soil fertility is restarted.

People can then return to it

and start cultivating it again.

S. Praveena, VII - B

About My Mother

My mother is very good. I help her in many ways. I think she deserves
more. I like and I love my mother very much. She helps me in studies in her
part time at evenings. So, that I am good and I will get greater marks in studies and
improved in educational skills. She cooks our food, she washes our clothes, etc. She
cooks whatever we like every day. She enjoys while doing any work at home. She
serves many dishes for our family members. She is highly educated and intellligent.
She is hard working, loving & caring. She loves all our family members. She gets firsts
of all from the bed and sleeps lasts of all to the bed. She works very hard and never
looks tired. Everybody in my family has a lot of prizes for her on Mother’s day. Women’s
day is celebrated on March 8th every year. She has many qualities.

P. Yashwanth Prasad, IX - E
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The world I wish to see

A year after the new millenium, I entered this world.

A world obsessed with petroleum, and money, or so I’ve been

told.

I marvel at how people differentiate themselves on the basis of

caste, creed, and colour. But advocate on equality never the less.

And create chaos, confusion making life dull.

I find it funny that India wakes up to witness scams and all sorts of

gates everyday making it impossible for the poor to find food to

ingest and leaving a lesser salary in their bank on their payday.

So I only wish for a world free from hate where countries are

filled with peace and undivided by walks and people are happy and

do not curse their fate and they stay united all throughout summer,

winter, spring and fall.

R.V. Divyashree, IX - B

BROTHER

B - Brave

R - Remarkable

O - Outstanding

T - Terrific

H - Helpful

E - Exceptional

R - Reliable

The best thing about having a

brother is that,

If you are alone;

he’ll be your shadow...

If you want to cry;

he’ll be your shoulder...

If you need to be happy;

he’ll be your smile...

But,

Anytime you need a

Brother; he’ll just be him...!

B. Manjula, X - C
E n g l i s h  T e s t
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1.  a question?

2. an insect?

3. a part of our body?

4. a tool?

5. a drink?

6. a geomentry box?

7. a source of salt?

8. a vegetable?

Answers:

1. Y

2. B

3. I

4. L

5. T

6. D

7. C

8. P

T. Amruthavarshini, IX - C

Facts

� There are 360 carbon compounds found in the
earth.

� 1 Gram of gold can be drawn into a 2km wire.
� Did you know that gold and platinum will

dissolve only in Aquaregia (Royal water)?
� The direction of magnetic field in bar magnet is

from north pole to south pole.
� Elements beyond atomic number 104 are

referred to as super heavy elements.
� At present there are 118 elements in this world.
� The mirror is made up of glass and amalgum by

the process of silvering and aluminizing.
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Pillars
of
Education

English for
Comprehension

Tamil / Hindi for
Composition

Maths for
Calculation

Physics for
Gravitation

Geography for
Revolution

Chemistry for
Formulation

Biology for
Organisation

History for
Cultivation

Now, I come to a conclusion
that they all are the Pillars of
Education.

R. Aarthi, IX - B
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Positive Thinking is the key to Success

Positive thinking can bring self-confidence
essential for growth and superior
performance. Negative thinking gives a
doubtful mind and the work suffers. Let us
examine the ways of thinking positive. The

most important point is to mix with optimistic people. People
who can see rays of hope everywhere, do not discourage
good work anywhere. For spiritual life it is Satsang i.e. company
of good people. It is equally important for householders and
Sanyasis to mix with good friends as possible. Faith (or)
Positive thinking gives a stronger mind with self-confidence.
Desire, anger, greed, illution and jealously all these try to create
negative thoughts. Control of senses is therefore essential.
This can be achieved through detachment, meditation and
company of good people.

Regarding any particular line of work one should
remember one’s own tendency. In this world different people

are born with particular basic traits (or) inherent capacity. By
following one’s own natural characteristic, it becomes easy
to get success in work. By following one’s own tendency
one can easily attain success.

Netaji Subash Chandra Bose’s father wanted him to serve
as an ICS Officer. But because of his intense desire to serve
the country Netaji took part in the freedon struggle.

Swami Vivekananda also did not become a householder
as desired by his parents but found out his goal of life through
Shri Ramakrishna Paramahamsa Swamiji.

Finally it is known that life is eternal. So have
faith. Think positive and get yourself confidence.
Always remember that you are all children of
immortal bliss and always uplife yourself with
the help of positive thinking.

P. Sreemathi, IX - B

S m i l e

P l e a s e

Smiling is infectious
you catch it like the flu.

When someone smiled at me today
I started smiling too.

I passes around the corner,
and someone saw my grin

When he smiled I realised,
I’d passed it on to him.

I thought about the smile,
then I realised its worth.

A single smile just like mine,
could travel round the earth.

So, if you feel a smile begin,
Don’t leave it undetected

Let’s start an epidemic quick
and get the world infected.

R. Aarthi, IX - B

Positive Health Test

For each of the 20 questions given below, answer “Yes” or “No”. Then count how
many questions you have answered “Yes”  and give yourself 8 score out of 20.
All the best!
1. I get 6-8 hours of sleep at least 5 days a week.
2. I drink 8-10 glasses of water every day.
3. I can comfortably touch my toes without bending my knees.
4. My BMI value is in the normal range.
5. My waist size is in the safe range.
6. Fruits are a part of my daily diet.
7. Salads are a part of my daily diet.
8. I don’t get stressed much.
9. I engage in outdoor activities atleast once a week.
10. I get enough time for myself and my family.
11.I don’t usually have complaints of stiffness, aches or pains.
12. I can do 5 push-ups comfortably.
13. I don’t eat out more than once  a week.
14. In a day, I spend less than 8 hours sitting.
15. I can sit cross-legged with my back straight for 15 minutes.
16. I don’t get tired easily.
17. I spend at least 10 minutes a day calming my mind through prayer, meditation,
      etc.
18. Frozen, instant, reheated or fast food is not a part of my regular diet.
19. I eat three meals a day, at regular intervals.
20. I don’t have any difficulty fallling asleep.

15-20 - Kudos, you are at the top!
9-14 - Not bad, you just made it.

3-8 - Uh oh, better watch out.

B. Kowsalya, X - A
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Find outFind outFind outFind outFind out
1. The world’s largest fish is -------------
2. How many molecules can make a single drop of water?
3. The fastest fish in the ocean is ------------------
4. This fish has  no teeth and no stomach -----------
5. Grand Canyon National Park  is located in ---------
6. A brackish water lagoon in Orissa is known as ------------
7. A fish which can cover 180 metres in a single glide at a speed of 16 km per
hour is -----------
8. Great barrier reef is located in ------------
9. The only bird that fly backward is --------------
10. How many bones does a born baby have?

Answers:
1. whale shark 2. 1,700,009,000,000,000 molecules 3. Sail fish
4. Sea Horse 5. USA 6. Chilika lake 7. Flying fish 8. Australia
9. Humming bird 10. 300 bones.

S. Mayuri, IX - B
A History of the Airplane

is divided into four sections
The Century Before : Traces the
evolution of the airplane from Sir
George Cayley’s idea in 1799 to the
Wright Brothers first sustained,
controlled, powered fight in 1903.
The Century After: Tells how the
airplane developed from a machine that
could barely lift itself and a pilot off the
ground and fly for a minute or two to a
practical, useful mode of transportation,
a weapon of war, and a means of
explore our world and the Universe
around us.
Doers and Dreamers: Offers short
biographies of people who participated
in the early development of the airplane.
Wannabees: Discuss the controversy of
who was first to fly and examines the
claims of several inventors who claim
precedent over the Wright Brothers.

R. Hemavathy, VIII - B

“EST” Facts

1. Fastest plane - Falcon HTV2 (20,900 km/ hour)
2. Largest passenger plane - Air bus A 380 (800)
3. Smallest Shark - Dwarf lantern shark
4. Strongest animal - Dung beetle (it can pull 1141 times

its weight)
5. Longest river - Nile (6695 km)
6. Fastest animal - peregrine falcon (389 km/hour)
7.Largest desert - Antarctic desert (13,829,430 km2)
8. Highest capital cities - La paz, Bolivia, 3640 m
9. Coldest place - Dome Fuji, Antarctica, - 93.2 0 C
10. Biggest known planet - GQ Lup b
11. Heaviest elements - Osmium
12. Longest glacier - Lambert, Antarctica
13. Deepest lake - Lake baikal, Russia
14. Smallest primates - Pygmy mouse lemur
15. Oldest Zoo - Schonbrunn zoo
16. Richest man - Bill Gates, USA (Microsoft)
17. Country with best
      water quality - Sweden
18. Latest holders of land
       speed record - Andy Green
19. Largest passenger ship - Allure of the seas
20. Fastest helicopter - Eurocopter x 3 (472 km / hour)
21. Fastest Probe - Voyager 1 (18 km / sec)

P. Hari Prasath, VIII - B
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Today’s Reality

Big house;
small family

More degrees;
less common sense

Advanced medicine;
Poor health

High income;
less peace of mind

High IQ;
Less emotion

Good knowledge;
less wisdom

Lot of friend on facebook;
but no best friends

Lots of human;
less humanity

Costly watches;
but no time

After all life is short be happy,
make others happy.

Your life will be wonderful.

K. Mugunthan, IX - B
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Incredible Facts

1. Bill Gates started computer programming in the age of 13.

2. The most expensive spice in the world is saffron.

3. A sheep, a duck, and a rooster were the first passengers in a hot air balloon.

4. James invented the first train engine.

5. An olive tree can live upto  1,500 years.

6. US is the world’s largest consumer of coffee, importing 16 to 20 millions of coffee bags annually.

7. The jelly fish kills approximately 15,000 people annually.

8. The city of Istanbul straddles two continents Europe and Asia.

9. Mark Twain was the first to have written a novel on a typewriter.

10. A ball of glass can bounce higher than a ball of rubber.

S.B. Subasri, VI - D

Flowing Fountains

I am born when the glaciers

melt on mountains.

I come splashing down like

great fountains.

I go right into the sea,

of course, that’s me!

I am a river,

I am a river!

Do not waste my water,

The fresh water left on the earth

Is only a quarter!

T.V. Yogesh, VIII - A

A True Guide

A teacher teaches us everyday even
though we can’t master her perfect ways.
All round the year she minds our minds
and in that happiness she finds
encouraging and kind words she says to
correct us so that her hard work pays.

However good or bad we are, each
one of us enjoys love and care. Routine though her
work may be, slow and sure we learn is what she
sees.

Teacher you are

T  -  T a l e n t e d

E  -  E l e g a n t

A  -  A w e s o m e

C  -  C h a r m i n g

H  -  H e l p f u l

E  -  E f f i c i e n t

R  -  R e s p o n s i v e

T.V. Yogesh, V
III 

- A

Love Clean Food

“I love clean food, I love clean food
It makes me feel really good
Yummy and nutritious clean food
Keeps me in a superb mood.

Clean food is a gift from a bowl
A high of the assuring love
Let us not waste this treasure
Lets be thankful for this pleasure.

I want the whole world to know
How it make me go, grow and glow
Just eat clean healthy and nutritious food
And it would keep you good
I love clean food, I love clean food.”

V.S. Rekha, IX - A

Fantastic Facts

1. Brown Bat: A single little Brown bat can eat up to 1000
mosquito - sized insects in a single hour.

Wild facts is about the wild animals.
1. Owl : Owls cannot move their eyes side to side
2. Humming Bird: Humming Birds can fly upside down.
3. Humpback whales : Humppack whales can sing for hours
on end.

B. Vaishali Mridulaa, VI - E
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Amazing Facts

* The world's oldest piece of chewing

gum is 9,000 years old.

* An adult Giraffe's kick is so

powerful that it can kill a lion.

* If you keep a gold fish in dark

room it could turn white in colour.

* A hippo has 4 cm thick outer skin

so solid that bullets cannot

penetrate it.

* Human body is creating and killing

15 millions red blood cells per

second.

* A large kangaroo can cross 25 feet

in one jump.

* Sharks can smell a single drop of

blood 2.5 miles away in sea.

R. Aarthi, IX - B

Amazing Facts

* Antartica, in winter brings four

months of darkness and temperatures

as low as - 70
0

 c.

* The first woman to be featured on

an American commemorative coin was

"Queen Isabella of Spain".

* The inventor of bubble gum sold

his gum under the name "Dubble

Bubble"

* Globally close to "200000" text

messages are sent every second!

* The heaviest hailstone ever

recorded fell in Bangladesh in 1986

is "1 kg"

* The lowest temperature ever

recorded was at vostok in Antartica

in 1983 is "-89.2
0

C"

Visalatchi, IX - D

Do  you  know?

The presence of the waste material is the cause of the

change in colour of the leaves.

4. Does our body generate electricity?:

Our body generates electricity to control the

working of the muscles and nerves.

5. Carbon cycle:

Carbon present in the air as carbon dioxide is

absorbed by plants by photosynthesis and converted

into carbohydrates (food). It is returned to the air when

living beings which eat the food breathe out carbon

dioxide.

6.Why we find it difficult to see things in dark room

when we enter it:

When we are outside the room, the pupil of the

eye contracts to adjust to the brightness of light. When

we enter the dark room, it takes some time far the

pupil to expand to see things clearly.

M. Harini, VII - A

1. Why milk boils over:

When milk is heated, cream forms a layer at the

top and prevents water vapour from escaping. The

vapour expands and pushes up the layer and finally

bursts through it. When vapour escapes, milk and

cream spill out.

2. Why woollen clothes keeps us warm:

Wool is a bad conductor of heat. So

our body does not radiate heat much.

Wool also absorbs sweat  from the body

and yet remains dry. Thus woollen

clothes give us warmth.

3. Why leaves change colour in

autumn:

Plants (and trees) retain waste

materials in leaves. They get rid of the

leaves in Autumn. Before that the

plants extract all the useful products from

the leaves leaving only the waste material.
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The Hare and the Tortoise

The well known story of Hare and the tortoise which gives

us the moral "Slow and Steady wins the race" what would

have been happened, if the hare does not sleep and finishes

the race, it gives us a moral "Fast and consistence gives the

race".

Even than, the tortoise changes the track and places the

finishing line across the river and finishes the race. It gives

us the moral "Know your path, think and win".

So, there are three types of success:

* Slow and Steady wins the race.

* Fast and consistence wins the race.

* Know your path before playing and win the race.

So, you can choose any of the methods, mentioned above

which leads to Success.

S. Kishore, X - C

Puzzle on Chemistry

Mg

O
C

Be
Ne

F
N

B
H

Li

Na
Cl

Si
P
Ar

Al
Ca

K
S
He

a. In this ladder shown in figure symbol of
elements are jumbled up. Rearrange these
symbols of elements in the increasing order
of their atomic number in the periodic table.
b. Arrange them in the order of their group
also.
Answers:
a. H, He, Li, Be, B, C,N, O, F, Ne, Na, Mg,
Al, Si, P, S, Cl, Ar, K, Ca
b. 1 2 13 14 15 16 17 18
H He
Li Be B C N O F Ne
Na Mg Al Si P S Cl Ar
K Ca

G. Naresh Kumar, X - D

I n c r e d i b l e      f a c t s

1. The tiger has large pupil, this allows more light to enter into its
retina, this was the only reason they can hunt very well in night,
so they cannot see flash light.
2. The gravity only decides the weight of an object. Eg.: An object
is 60 kg in the earth, it becomes 10 kg in the moon.
3. If a red laser hits in a blue balloon it will burst, if it hits in a red
balloon it will not burst, because in a red balloon it will absorbs
all colour and reflect only the red, so only the red laser will not
burst the balloon.
4. World's driest place is Antartica.
5. If a man said to be fit his height in cm should be subtracted by
100, the answer should be his weight. Eg.: A man is of 170 cm
his weight should be 60-70 kg.
6. The frightened sea creature is shark.
7. A man runs faster when he was chased by an object/animals,
this was because the information that "he was chased" will go to
the brain, liver provide glucose to the legs, and brain will give
order to run.
8. The Pluto's moon sizes is of half of the pluto.
9. Like on earth Mars have also polar region.
10. In solar system planet was arranged like Mercury, Venus,
Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Neptune and Uranus. Once Saturn
and Uranus met each other Saturn's gravitational force has pulled
the Uranus.

11. We know that sun rises only in East, this is not true, only on
March 21 and September 23, the sun rises in East.
12. There are some clothes made of bamboo fibres which keep
cool in summer and keep warm in winter.
13. If you see the stars at night, some stars can travel million of
light year from there to reach the earth, some stars would die
before the light comes here, what we are seeing is not the real.
14. People belived that the earth was in the centre, the sun, and
other planets was rotating the earth, Boi Polish priesets said that
sun was in the middle, who was a astronermer named Nicolas
Copernisus.
15. The Ketchup was used as medicine.

P. Harish Rao, VIII - B
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Do you know this?

* The largest bowling centre in world is the Tokyo world Lanes bowling centre with 252 bowling lanes!

* One of the longest sentences is in Victor Hugo's Les Miserables. 823 words without a period.

* The longest monopoly game ever played was 1,680 hours long, that's 70 straight day.

* A tennis ball was volleyed back and forth 2001 times by Horward Kinsey and Mrs. R. Roark!

* The biggest swimming pool in the world opened in Toronto, Ontario in 1925! 300 feet by 75 feet it can

        hold 2000 swimmers and is still in operation!

M. Raja Kaviya Sri, X - C

Incredible Facts

1. Animals often behave strangely or flee before an

earthquake? They seem to sense something, which we

cannot experience.

2. Researchers can dive up to a depth of 6000 m in

small, specila submarines? The black smokers were

discovered in one such dive.

3. The "blue green algae" are called cyano bacteria.

They are an exception in the animal world because they

carry out photosynthesis like plants.

4. There is a term known as "light pollution". It refers

to the artificial lights of the cities that illuminate the night

sky and create difficulties for the astronomers in

studying the night sky.

5. In venus, a revolution takes 224.7 earth days. But a

day takes 243 earth days.

6. "Ivon gall ink", which can be obtained from oak

apples, does not fade. For this reason, politicians use it

even today for signing official papers.

7. The Schonbrunn zoo in Vienna is the oldest zoo in

the world. It was built in 1752.

8. Even today in Bhopal more than 20 years after the

well known chemical accident, every fourth baby is born

dead.

9. Astronauts wear diapers in their spacesuits in the

space shuttle.

10. In early Germany, a rich man was known as

'Pepper bag' because at that time pepper was a valuable

as gold.

11. The discover of x-rays, physicist william Conrad

Rontgen, got the first nobel prize in 1901 for Physics.

12. In China the state allows only one child in each

family.

P. Hari Prasath, VIII - B

Crack the puzzle

1. A man got killed in his office. The
suspects are: Edison, Maxis, Jason,
Jenny, Sojia, Patrick.

A calender found near the man has
blood, written 6,7,9,10,11

Then who is the killer? (Solve this with
reason)

Answer: Jason

2. Priya's father is Arun. Then Arun is
the _________ of Priya's father.

Answer : Name

4. The doctor and the boy is fishing in
the river. The doctor's son is the boy but
the boy's father is not the doctor. Then
who is the doctor.

Answer: Mother is the doctor.

5. Who is bigger? Mr. Bigger or
Mrs. Bigger or their child.

Ans: Their child, because he is

called little bigger.

T. Amruthavarshini, IX - C
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Fabulous Facts!

1. Lily flowers are poisonous to cats.
2. An ostrich's eye is bigger than its brain.
3. One 75 watt bulb gives more light than three 25 watt bulbs.
4. An eagle can attack, kill and carry away an animal as large

as a small deer.
5. The blue whales' whistle is the loudest noise made by an

animal.
6. A crocodile cannot move its tongue and cannot chew. The

digestive juices are so strong that it can digest a steel nail.
7. Females learn to talk earlier, use sentences earlier and

learn to read more quickly than males.
8. Cold water weighs more than hot water.
9. Until the 1960's men with long hair were not allowed to

enter disneyland.
10. An elephant can smell water three miles away.
11. The dot over the letter 'i' is called a title.
12. When a giraffe's baby is born, it falls from a height of six

feet normally without being hurt.
13. The african ostrich can reach 70 km per hour speeds for

a short burst.
14. Camels have three eyelids to protect themselves from

blowing sand.
15. Pigs are the fourth most intelligent animal in the world.
16. The eyes of the chameleon can move independently and

can see in two different directions at the same time.
17. It is physically impossible for pigs to look up into the sky.
18. Sea turtles excrete excess salt from their eyes, so it often

looks as though they are crying.
19. Rain contains vitamin B12.
20. When subjected to an electric current of at least 50 volts,

a cat's tail always points towards the north.

P. Abirami, VII - C

C R O S S    W O R D

Across:

1. ---------- are concentric rings in the
cross section of a trunk. By counting
them a tree's age can be determined.
4. As of 2005 there were
approximately ---- hundred billion trees
on earth.
5. The banyan, also known as the
Indian -------- tree is the national tree of
India.
7. The ---------- is the part of the tree
that attaches it to the ground and
absorbs water from the soil.
8. During the day, plants take up CO2
and release --------
Down:

1. Wood prepared for use in building
carpentary is called ---------
2. A small group of trees growing
together is called a ----------
3. Green plants obtain most of their
energy from ----------- via a process
called photosynthesis.
6. The pigment called chlorophyll gives
leaves their ------- colour.

P. Abinaya, V - E

Ans:
Across:
1. Tree rings, (Down) Timber   2. grove
3. sunlight      4. four      5. Fig
6. Green         7. Root      8. oxygen
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G e n e r a l  K n o w l e d g eG e n e r a l  K n o w l e d g eG e n e r a l  K n o w l e d g eG e n e r a l  K n o w l e d g eG e n e r a l  K n o w l e d g e

1. Agas which fumes in air?

Hydrogen Chloride

2. The chemical which is neither acidic nor basic?

Neutral solution

3. The chemical fertilizer found free in Chile?
Sodium Nitrate

4. Turpentine oil is taken from - Pine tree

5. The temperature of the sun is measured by
Pyrometer

6. Colour of light is determined by - its frequency

7. Element without neutron = Hydrogen

8. Which is a wingless insect? - bug

9. The number of chromosomes in the human cell
= 23 pairs

10. The number of neurons in the brain

= 1400 crores

11. Which is the most domestic and common bird
- Chicken

12. The dog fish is shark

13. Male bees are called drones

14. How many toes are there on the front feet of
a frog? 4

15. A fish has a two chambered heart.

16. A bacterium has a simple nervous system;

it is called the nucleus.

17. Which organisms cause cheese to ripen?
Bacteria

18. The part of our body which doesnot have blood
vessels - Iris

Varshaa, VIII - E

Rebus puzzle brainteasers

Each rebus puzzle box below portrays a
common word or phrase.

Can you guess what it is?
Goooo... Go long

Economy Growing economy

1 2 3 ..... 38 39 40
lif Life begins at 40

given get
given get
given get
given get forgive and forget

Try stand 2 Try to understand

O2NE Two is one

T- RN No U turn

N SE Broken Nose

S. Ramya, VI - C

o

M  A  T  H  S

M = Mira
cle of n

ature

A = Art o
f a

rith
metic

T = Tool o
f k

nowledge

H = Habit o
f p

roblem

    
   s

olving

S = Science of le
arning
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Cost for making a Rupee Note

1. < 5 note - 47 paise
2. < 10 note - 96 paise
3. < 20 note - 1 Rupee 46 paise
4. < 50 note - 1 Rupee 81 paise
5. < 100 note - 1 Rupee 79 paise
6. < 500 note - 3 Rupees 58 paise
7. < 1000 note - 4 Rupees 06 paise

(As per 2012 economy)

Fun with Maths

1x 8+1 = 9
12 x 8+2 = 98
123 x 8+3 = 987
1234 x 8+4 = 9876
12345 x 8+5 = 98765

42 = 16
342 = 1156
3342 = 111556
33342 = 11115556
333342 = 1111155556

92 = 81
992 = 9801
9992 = 998001
99992 = 99980001
999992 = 9999800001

112 = 121
113 = 1331
114 = 14441
115 = 155551
116 = 1666661

S. Sundar Ram, VIII - C

Put any mathematic signs:

1 .  2  2  2  =  6
2 .  3  3  3  =  6
3 .  4  4  4  =  6
4 .  5  5  5  =  6
5 .  6  6  6  =  6
6 .  7  7  7  =  6
7 .  8  8  8  =  6
8 .  9  9  9  =  6

6 9 ) 9 x 9 (

6 8 8 8

6 ) 7 7( 7
6 6 ) 6 x 6(

6 5 5 5

6 4 4 4

6 3- 3) x3(
6 2 2 2

3 3 3

= −

= + +

= ÷ −
= ÷

= + ÷

= + +

=
= + +

T. Amruthavarshini, IX - C

Memory Trick
Multiplication by 11
To multiply any number by 11 do the following!
Working from right to left.
Write the right most digit of the starting number down.
Add each pair of digits and write the results down (carrying
digits where necessary right to left)
Finally write down the left most digit (adding any final carry
if necessary)
Multiply 712 x 11 An

sw
er

: 7
12

 x 
11

 = 
78

32
Th

e r
ea

so
n 

fo
r w

or
kin

g 
fro

m
rig

ht
 to

 le
ft 

in
st

ea
d 

of
 th

e m
or

e
us

ua
l le

ft 
to

 ri
gh

t i
s s

o 
an

y
ca

rri
es

 ca
n 

be
 ad

de
d 

in
.

7 8 3 2

+ +

7 1 2
S. Sushmitha, VIII - D

Maths Puzzle
Use the numbers 1 to 6
exactly once to fill in the
slots below:

x

x

5
4

3

162

S. Ragasri,
IX - C

Use Four 9s in a math equation
that equals 100

100)99(99 =÷+
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E°›Ú[PøÍ AÔ@Áõ®

1. Av@ÁP©õP £ÓUS® £ÓøÁ Gx?
ìÃL¨m

2. £ÓøÁ CÓS G¢u ö£õ¸ÎÚõÀ BÚx?
P@μõmiß

3. Áõ¼À PsPÐÒÍ £ÓøÁ Gx?
Bs ©°À

4. ªPa ]Ô¯ •møh°k® £ÓøÁ Gx?
öÁºöÁ°ß í®ª[ £ÓøÁ

5. ªP @ÁPzvÀ £ÓUS® £ÓøÁ Gx?
£õÀPß

6. £ÓUS® @£õ@u y[S® £ÓøÁ Gx?
PÊS

7. E»P PÊøuPÒ ¦P¼h® EÒÍ ©õ{»® Gx?
Sáμõz

8. §øÚ Sk®£zvÀ ªP AÇPõÚ CÚ® Gx?
£Ûa ]Özøu

9. ]ÖzøuUS¨ ¤ß @ÁP©õP Kk® Â»[S Gx?
¨μõ[£õºß

10. ¦¼ uõUP¨ £¯¨£k® Â»[S Gx?
Põmöh¸ø©

Gì. uÝè í›íμß, 6 & E

öu›¢x

öPõÒ@Áõ®

BÌ¢x ”Áõ]¨@£õ®!
     £Qº¢x Es@£õ®!
@uº¢x Ekzx@Áõ®!
     PÛ¢x @£”@Áõ®!
{ªº¢x |h¨@£õ®!
     E¯º¢x ]¢v¨@£õ®!
öuÎ¢x vmhªk@Áõ®!
     xo¢x öŒ¯À£k@Áõ®!
Âøμ¢x Dmk@Áõ®!
     ªS¢x @Œª¨@£õ®!
B#¢x öŒ»Âk@Áõ®!
     AÔ¢x £ÇQk@Áõ®!
K#¢x EÓ[Qk@Áõ®!
    {øÓ¢x ÁõÌzvk@Áõ® u

õ.
 @

¯
õ@

P
è

, 
8
 &

 E

@©õ. @©õÛPõ, 8 & D

|øÚ¢uõ¾® |k[P ©õmhõß. AÁß ¯õº?

Søh

”¸møh¯õÚÁß PõØÖUS ÁøÍÁõß. AÁß ¯õº?

uø»•
i

öPõsøh°À § øÁzuÁß TÂz v›QÓõß. AÁß ¯õº?

@ŒÁÀ

Põ»[Põmh C¢u P›ŒÚ Kmh®. Ax GßÚ?

PiPõμ
®

£ÒÍ® £õºzuõÀ £õ#¢x öŒÀÁõß. AÁß ¯õº?

usp
º

ÁõÌ|õmPÒ

Cμ. ö
á¯¤μPõè

, 8 & D

]» E°›Ú[PÎß

ÁõÌ|õmPÒ AÔ@Áõ®.

@© §a]°ß ÁõÌ|õÒ & J¸ |õÒ

Bs öPõ” & 7 |õmPÒ

ö£s öPõ” & 1 ©õu®

Ãmk D & 4 ©õu®

G¼ & 4 Á¸h[PÒ

AoÀ & 9 Á¸h[PÒ

§øÚ & 12 Á¸h[PÒ

@PõÈ & 14 Á¸h[PÒ

|õ# & 13 Á¸h[PÒ

Svøμ & 30 Á¸h[PÒ

ö|¸¨¦U @PõÈ & 50 Á¸h[PÒ

QÎ & 60 Á¸h[PÒ

¯õøÚ & 70 Á¸h[PÒ
|õ ö|QÌÄ ÁõUQ¯[PÒ

� AÁÒ AÁ»Í¢uõÀ CÁÒ AÁ»Í¨£õÒ. CÁÒ AÁ»Í¢uõÀ AÁÒ
AÁ»Í¨£õÒ. AÁÐ® CÁÐ® AÁ»ÍUPõÂmhõÀ GÁÒ AÁ»Í¨£õÒ?
� uõøÇ Kø»²hß SÇ¢øu {Ç¼À uÁÌ¢ux.
� AgŒø» I¢uøμUS A»Ô GÊ¢x ÂÊ¢x AÊuõÒ.
� J¸ Sh® Gkzx Aøμ Sh® CøÓzx SøÓ Sh® {μ¨¤ {øÓSh® BUQÚõÒ.
� uÁøÍ uÁø» @©À uõÁ }ºz vÁø»PÒ öuÔzuÚ.
� PõøÍ Põø»°À öÁ¸Ðx; ©õø»°À ©¸Ðx.
� £ÁÍ® SÁøÍ°À ÂÊ¢uuõÀ AÁÐUSU PÁø»
� |hÚ® £°ßÓÁß |ÂßÓõß |ßÔ Eøμ.

� Á¸¢v¯ v¸hß v¸¢vÚõß. ”. IèÁº¯õ, 8 & B
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u

ª

Ì

uªÌ

|õ[PÒ @£õØÖ® uª@Ç

G[PøÍ ÁõÇ øÁUS® uªÌ ö©õÈ@¯

C»UPn & PÂøu & öŒ#²Ò öPõsk ¦x¨¤US®

¤μ®©ß }@¯

E»PzxUS @Á¢uÝ® }@¯

AshzvÀ PõØÖ & ©μ® ÂøÍQßÓx

AvÀ  {μ®¤°¸US® CøŒU PhÄÐ®  }@¯

}@¯ }@¯ GßÖ Ash® •ÊÁx® @Põå®

G[PÒ Cu¯zv¼¸¢x Á¸® £õŒ®

uª@Ç }@¯ J¸ E»P®

A¢u E»PzvÀ ]ÖxÎPÍõ® |õ[PÒ

} öŒÈzx ÁõÌ¢vh@Á

¦»ÁºPÒ £»º @£õμõiÚº & x¯μ¨£mhÚº

v¸ÁõŒPzvØS E¸Põº J¸ ÁõŒPzvØS® E¸Põº

Aøu Eøh¯ }@¯ G[PÒ PõºPõ» ©õu®

|õ[PÒ @£õØÖ® uª@Ç

G[PøÍ ÁõÇ øÁUS® uªÌ ö©õÈ@¯!!!

ÁõÌP! ÁõÌP@Á!!

Œ. ÂU@Úè, 10 & C

|õß ¯õº öu›²©õ?

1. v¸¨£õøÁ¨ £õhÀPøÍ C¯ØÔ¯Áº.
ö£›¯õÌÁõμõÀ ^¸® ]Ó¨¦©õP
ÁÍºUP¨£mhÁº. "‹iU öPõkzu
”hºUöPõi¯õÒ' GßÖ AøÇUP¨£k£Áº.
AÁº ¯õº?

2. Cx J¸ £ÓUPz öu›¯õu £ÓøÁ. BÚõÀ
@ÁP©õP Kk®. Cuß •møh ªP¨ ö£›¯uõP
C¸US®. Cx GßÚ?

3. v¸©PÒ ÃØÔ¸US® ©»º. PvμÁøÚU
Pshx® ©»¸®.  £õμuzvß @u]¯ ©»º. Cx GßÚ?

4. Põ] £ÀPø»U PÇPzvÀ ]Ó¢u B]›¯μõP
©õnÁº ©ÚvÀ  {ßÓÁº. ©UPÒ ©ÚzvÀ
|õmk¨£ØøÓ ÁÍºzuÁº. wshõø©ø¯
APØÔh A¸®£õk £mhÁº. AÁº ¯õº?

ÂøhPÒ: 1. BshõÒ 2. ö|¸¨¦U @PõÈ
                 3. uõ©øμ 4. £õμv¯õº

ÿ ”èªuõ, 8 & D

Põ»zvß £¯ß£õk

* @uÜ uß ]ÓøP J¸ •øÓ AøŒUP 0.005

ÂÚõiPÒ GkzxU öPõÒQÓx.

* F]¯õÀ Szu¨£mhõÀ A¢u Á¼ø¯

Enμ ©ÛuÝUS 0.02 ÂÚõiPÒ

@uøÁ¨£k®.

* {»ÄUSa öŒÀ¾® ÂsöÁÎUP»® J¸

Q@»õ«mhº öŒÀ» 0.1 ÂÚõi GkzxU

öPõÒÐ®.

* ÁõöÚõ¼ AÔÂ¨£õÍºPÒ 106

öŒõØPøÍ @ÁP©õPU TÓ 20 Â|õiPÒ

BQßÓÚ.

* G¼°ß Cu¯® J¸ {ªhzvÀ B°μ®

•øÓ xiUQÓx.

* ©Ûuß ªP }sh PÚÄ Põn GkzxU

öPõÒÐ® @|μ® ©oUS 45 {ªh[PÒ.

* Am»õsiU PhÀ £μ¨ø£ J¸ P¨£À PhUP

8 |õmPÒ BQßÓÚ.

². Œwè S©õº, 8 & B

C¢v¯ xøÓ•P[PÒ £ØÔ

AÔ@Áõ®!!

uªÌ|õmiÀ öŒßøÚ ©ØÖ® yzxUSi°À

ö£›¯ xøÓ•P[PÒ C¸¨£øu }[PÒ AÔÃºPÒ.

C¢v¯õÂÀ EÒÍ ]» •UQ¯ xøÓ•P[PøÍ²®

AøÁ C¸US® ©õ{»[PøÍ²® AÔ@Áõ®.

•®ø£ xøÓ•P® & ©Põμõèiμõ ©õ{»®

©[PÑº xøÓ•P® & Pº|õhPõ

£mPÀ xøÓ•P® & Pº|õhPõ

£Á|Pº xøÓ•P® & Sáμõz

‹μz xøÓ•P® & Sáμõz

Psm»õ xøÓ•P® & Sáμõz

B»¨¦øÇ xøÓ•P® & @PμÍõ

öPõa]ß xøÓ•P® & @PμÍõ

¤. ¯èÁ¢z ¤μŒõz, 9 & E ¤›Ä
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] ¢ u ø Ú z    x Î P Ò

* xoÂÀ»õu GÁ¸® E¯º¢u Chzøu¨ ö£Ó •i¯õx.

& øŒμì

* |m£õÀ HØ£k® öuõÈø» Âh öuõÈ»õÀ HØ£k® |m@£ @©À.

& μõUö£À»º

* |ØSn® C¸US® ChzvÀ ÁnUP•® CßöŒõÀ¾® C¸US®.

& Pß§]¯ì

* E»Pzv@»@¯ x¯μ® {øÓ¢u ©Ûuß Gv¾® u¯UP® Põmk£Áßuõß.

& öåÀ¼

* @|ØÖ® CßÖ® Pøu¯õPU PÈ¢x ÂmhÚ. |õøÍ Eu¯©õÁøu

Gvº£õºzv¸[PÒ.

& »õ[ö£À@»õ

¤. ¯èÁ¢z ¤μŒõz, 9 & E ¤›Ä

EøÇzuÀ

EøÇzuÀ @Ásk®!

EøÇzuÀ @Ásk®!

FÖ® GÖ®£õ#

£mhõ®§a]¯õ#

EøÇzuÀ @Ásk®!

EøÇzuÀ @Ásk®!

@£a”! @£a”! @£a”

ÁõÚ® @£”® @£a”

©øÇ }μõ# Á¸®!

ÁõÚÂÀ @£”® @£a”

£» {Ó[PÍõ# Á¸®!

B]›¯º @£”® @£a”

Phø© EnºÁõ# Á¸®!

AÔ¯õø©²øh@¯õß @£”® @£a”

öÁØÖz ußø©¯õ# Á¸®!

PÂbß @£”® @£a”

|À» PÂøuPÍõ# Á¸®!

SÇÂ (SÇ¢øu) @£”® @£a”

©Çø» ö©õÈ¯õ# Á¸®!

£õmhõÎPÒ @£”® @£a”

öÁØÔU PÛPÍõ# Á¸®!

HøÇPÒ @£”® @£a”

ÁÖø© ö©õÈ¯õ# Á¸®!

£nUPõμß @£”® @£a”

BnÁ® ªUS Á¸®!

£s¦ÒÍÁß @£”® @£a”

AhUP EnºÁõ# Á¸®!

CøÓÁß @£”® @£a”

Aß¦ @©@»õ[P Á¸®!

GÚ@Á ©ÛuºPÍõQ¯ |õ®

ÁõÌÂÀ ]¢vzx¨ @£”@Áõ©õP!

88888

88888

öu›¢x öPõÒ@Áõ©õP!

Gmiß ]Ó¨¦

* E»P ©UPÒ E¯ºÁøh¯a öŒõßÚ "K® |@©õ |õμõ¯nõ'

Gß£x® GmöhÊz@u.

* •¸Pº ÁÈ£õmiÀ "K® ŒμÁn £Á' Gß£x® GmöhÊz@u.

*"Psn@Ú P¢uß' & GmöhÊzxa öŒõÀ.

* Aèh vUSPÎ¾® Gmk Aèh ö»m”ªPÒ EÒÍÚº.

* Á”@uÁß, @uÁQ u®£v°ß GmhõÁx ©P@Ú & Psnß.

* AèhõÁuõÚ®  & {øÚÄU Pø»°ß Kº A[P®.

* Aèhõ[P @¯õP® & @¯õPU Pø»°ß TÖPÒ (8)

ÁõÌÂÀ Áμ@Ási¯ "ø©'PÒ

Esø©, öŒ®ø©, Phø©, ÁÍø©, öŒÊø©, ¦xø©, @|õ°ßø©,

ö£sø©, ö£¸ø©, vÓø©, CÛø©, CÀ»õsø© (Sk®£zøu BÐ®

ußø©), GÎø©, JØÖø©, |Öø© (|ßø©), £”ø©, ¦»ø©, Psø©

(Ps@nõmh®), Áßø©°ßø© (öPõkø©°ßø©), öPõÊø©

(ÁÍø©), Siø© (E¯ºS» JÊUP®), ŒõßÓõsø© (ö£¸¢ußø©),

öuõmiø© (JØÖø©), @Psø© (|m¦ öPõsk ÁõÌÂÀ C¸zuÀ),

öusø© (öuÎÄ), @|õßø© (ö£õÖø©, Á¼ø©)

bõ. Œz¯«Úõm], uªÌzxøÓ

bõ. Œz¯«Úõm], uªÌzxøÓ
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uªÇß

A›¯ Psk¤i¨¦PøÍ E»SUS AÎzuÁß;  EÖv°À E@»õPzøu JzuÁß.

GÁº «x® öÁÖ¨ø£ EªÇõuÁß; uÚx ö£õÖ¨ø£ |ßSnº¢uÁß.

ö£›¯ÁºPÐUS ©v¨£Î¨£Áß; ]Ô¯ÁºPÎh® Aß¦ Põmk£Áß.

G¢|õÐ® |ßÔ ©ÓÁõuÁß; wÂøÚPøÍ {ßÖ Gvº¨£Áß.

|À»õ›h® |m¦ £õμõmk£Áß; w@¯õøμ²® v¸zx£Áß.

|õmøh ÂÈ GÚU Põ¨£Áß; ©ØÓ ö©õÈPøÍ²® ©v¨£Áß.

Œõß@Óõº £È uÁÓõuÁß; |À»õº £È }US£Áß.

E¯º £s£õk ªUPÁß; GÆÂu @ÁÖ£õk® PõmhõuÁß.

”zu® @£q£Áß; {zu® EøÇ¨£Áß.

Ãs @£aøŒ öÁÖ¨£Áß; uªøÇ ‰aŒõPU öPõÒ£Áß.

”. IèÁº¯õ, 8 & B ¤›Ä

Power of Tamil

1 = Ondru (JßÖ) One
10 = Pathu (£zx) Ten
100 = Nooru (¡Ö)  Hundred
1000 = Aayiram (B°μ®) Thousand
10000 = Patthayiram (£zuõ°μ®) Ten Thousand
100000 = Noorayiram (¡Óõ°μ®) Hundred Thousand
1000000 = Pathu Noorayiram (£zx  ¡Óõ°μ®) One Million
10000000 = Koodi (@Põi) Ten Million
100000000 = Arputham (AØ¦u®) Hundred Million
1000000000 = Nigarputham ({PØ¦u®) One Billion
10000000000 = Kumbam (S®£®) Ten Billion
100000000000 = Kanam (Pn®) Hundred Billion
1000000000000 = Karpam (PØ£®) One Trillion
10000000000000 = Nikarpam ({PØ£®) Ten Trilliion
100000000000000 = Pathumam (£x©®) Hundred Trillion
1000000000000000 = Sangam (Œ[P®) One Zillion
10000000000000000 = Vellam (öÁÒÍ®) Ten Zilliion
100000000000000000 = Anniyam (A¢{¯®) Hundred Zillion
1000000000000000000 = Arttam (AØmh®) ????
10000000000000000000 = Pararttam (£ÓØmh®) ????
100000000000000000000 = Pooriyam (§Ô¯®) ????
1000000000000000000000 = Mukkodi (•U@Põi) ????
10000000000000000000000 = Mahayugam (©Põ²P®) ????

One of the oldest and greatest languages in the world.

K. Mugunthan, IX - B

©øÇU @Põ»®

ÁõŒ¼À
} Áøμ¢u
AÇS @Põ»zøu
AÈUP ©ÚªßÔ
yÓÀPÒ
]¢uõ©À
ö©ÍÚ©õ# öŒßÓx
©øÇ  @©P[PÒ...!

¤. ¯èÁ¢z ¤μŒõz,

9 & E ¤›Ä
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